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ການປະເມນີຄ ຸ່ນຄຸ່າທາງດ້ານທໍລະນິວທິະຍາ ແລະ ທໍລະນີສັນຖານວທິະຍາ - ທຸ່ານ ພໍລ ວນິລຽມສ 
 
ບົດສະຫ ຼຸບຫຍໍໍ້ 
ຄ ນລັກນະນະຂອງຄ ຸ່ນຄຸ່າທາງດ້ານທໍລະນີຂອງປ່າສະຫງວນແຫຸ່ງຊາດຫີນໜາມໜ ໍ່ໄດ້ຖືກປະເມີນ ແລະ ສົມທຽບກັບບັນດາກັບລາຍ
ຊືື່ຂອງພືື້ນທີື່ມໍລະດົກໂລກແຫຸ່ງອືື່ນໆ. ພືື້ນທີື່ແຫຸ່ງອືື່ນທັງໝດົຖືວຸ່າມີລັກສະນະພູຫີນປູນທີື່ມີຄວາມໂດດເດັັ່ນສະເພາະຂອງໂລກ ແຕຸ່
ວຸ່າພວກມັນມີຂະໜາດໃຫຸ່ຍທີື່ແຕກຕຸ່າງກັນ ແລະ ຄວາມຊັບຊ້ອນຂອງພືື້ນທີື່. ປ່າສະຫງວນແຫຸ່ງຊາດຫີນໜາມໜ ໍ່ມີຄວາມຄ້າຍຄື
ກັນກັບອ ທິຍານແຫຸ່ງຊາດຟອງຍາແກຸ່ບາງ ແຕຸ່ວຸ່າມີຄວາມແຕກຕຸ່າງກັນຢ່າງເຫັນໄດ້ຊັດເຈນກັບບນັດາພືື້ນທີື່ມໍລະດົກໂລກ
ແຫຸ່ງອືື່ນໆ ຍົກເວັນບາງສຸ່ວນຂອງອ ດທິຍານແຫຸ່ງຊາດ Lorentz ໃນ West Papua ແລະ ພືື້ນທີື່ຕຸ່າງໆໃນ Papua New 

Guinea. 
ປ່າສະຫງວນແຫຸ່ງຊາດຫີນໜາມໜ ໍ່ສະແດງໃຫ້ເຫັນເຖິງຄວາມຊບັຊ້ອນ ແລະ ຄວາມລາກຫ າຍຂອງພູຫີປູນເຂດຮອ້ນຊຼຸຸ່ມ (ຫ ືເອີື້ນ
ວຸ່າພືື້ນທີື່ພູຫີນປູນທີື່ມີຮູບຊົງໂດດດຸ່ຽວທີື່ສູງຊັນທີື່ຖືກແຍກກັນອອກຕາມບຸ່ອນຕ ໍ່າ ເຊິື່ງກໍໍ່ໃຫ້ເກີດເປັນບຸ່ອນລາດຊນັ ແລະ ອຸ່າງ) 
ກໍໍ່ໃຫ້ເກີດມີທັງຄວາມເລີກ ແລະ ຄວາມກ້ວາງຂອງທິວທັດທາງດ້ານທ າມະຊາດໄດ້ຮັບການຍອມຮັບວຸ່າເປັນຄ ຸ່ນຄຸ່າທີື່ໂດດເດັັ່ນ
ສະເພາະຂອງໂລກຢູ່ໃນເຂດອ ທິຍານແຫຸ່ງຊາດຟອງຍາແກຸ່ບຸ່າງ. ລັກສະນະທາງດ້ານທໍລະນີສັນຖານຂອງແມຸ່ນ ໍ້າຂອງຫີນໜາມໜ ໍ່ກໍໍ່
ມີລັກສະນະໂດດເດັັ່ນເຖິງລະດັບໂລກ ເນືື່ອງຈາກວຸ່າການໄຫ ອອກຂອງນ ໍ້າໃນລະດູຝນົຈາກຖ ໍ້ານ ໍ້າລອດເຊບັື້ງໄຟອາດຈະມີການໄຫ 
ສູງສູດໃນລະດູໃບໄມ້ປົົ່ງ. 
 
ນອກຈາກນັື້ນ, ສະພາບແວດລ້ອມທີື່ດີສ ດຂອງປ່າມໍລະສ ມໃນພືື້ນທີື່ຍັງຊຸ່ວຍໃຫ້ຂະບວນການທາງທ າມະຊາດສາມາດດ າເນນີໄປໄດ້
ຢ່າງຕໍໍ່ເນືື່ອງໃນອະນາຄດົອີກດວ້ຍ ດັັ່ງນັື້ນຈ າເປັນຕ້ອງຕ້ອງຮັກສາຄ ນລກັສະນະທີື່ສ າຄັນຂອງພືື້ນທີື່ໄວ້ຢ່າງເປັນທ າມະຊາດ.  
ປ່າສະຫງວນແຫຸ່ງຊາດຫີນໜາມໜ ໍ່ມີຄ ຸ່ນຄຸ່າຄວາມເປັນເອກະລັກສະເພາະທີື່ໂດດເດັັ່ນຂອງໂລກພາຍໃຕ້ມາດຖານທີ 8 ເຊິື່ງໄດ້ຮັບຮູ້
ແລ້ວທີື່ອ ທິຍານແຫຸ່ງຊາດຟອງຍາແກບຸ່າງ ເນືື່ອງຈາກວຸ່າມັນເປັນພືື້ນທີື່ອັນດຽວກັນທີື່ເຊືື່ອມກັນ. ດັັ່ງນັື້ນ ການທີື່ພືື້ນທີື່ເຊື່ືອມໂຍງ
ຕິດຈອດກນັ ມັນສະໜອງໂອກາດທີື່ຫາໄດ້ຍາກທີື່ຈະຍົກລະດັບຄວາມອ ດົມສົມບູນຂອງພືື້ນທີື່ມໍລະດົກໂລກທີື່ມີຢູ່ແລ້ວ ໂດຍການ
ສ້າງໃຫ້ກາຍເປັນເຂດອະນ ລັກພູຫີນປູນທີື່ກວ້າງໃຫຸ່ຍທີື່ສ ດໃນໂລກ ເຊື່ິງໃຫຸ່ຍກວຸ່າພືື້ນທີື່ສ າຄັນຂອງພູຫີນປູນໃນທາງພາກໃຕ້ຂອງ
ຈນີ 2.3 ເທົັ່າທີື່ມີຊືື່ສຽງ ແລະ ສິື່ງທີື່ສ າຄັນທັງໝົດ ກໍໍ່ໃຫ້ເກີດມີການຮັບປະກັນຄ ນຄຸ່າທາງດ້ານຊີວະນາໆພັນຫ າຍຂືື້ນ ແລະ ເຮັດ
ໃຫ້ຄວາມຊັບຊ້ອນໃນການຄ ້ມຄອງຫ ຼຸດລງົ. 
ເຖິງແມຸ່ນວຸ່າບັນດາຫົວຂໍໍ້ຂ້າງເທິງເປັນຈ ດດີຫ າຍກໍລະນີສ າລັບການຂະຫາຍພືື້ນທີື່ມໍລະດົກຮຸ່ວມຊາຍແດນ ແຕຸ່ວຸ່າກໍໍ່ຍັງມີຈ ດອອຸ່ນ
ໃນກລໍະນີຂອງປ່າສະຫງວນແຫຸ່ງຊາດຫີນໜາມໜ ໍ່ຈ າເປັນຕ້ອງໄດແ້ກ້ໄຂໃຫ້ໄດ້ກຸ່ອນທີື່ຈະມີການຢືນສະເໜີບນັດາເອກະສານດັັ່ງ
ລ ຸ່ມນີື້: 
- ຄວາມຕ້ອງການຂອງສິື່ງທີື່ໂດດເດັັ່ນທີື່ສ ດແມຸ່ນນິຍາມ ແລະ ແຜນທີື່ຂອງຊາຍແດນພືື້ນທີື່ຢ່າງເປັນທາງການສ າລັບເຂດຫວຸ່ງຫ້າມ
ເດັດຂາດ ແລະ ເຂດກນັຊົນ ສັງເກດເຫັນວຸ່າຕ ໍ່າແໜງຊາຍແດນທີື່ເໝາະສົມຈາກພາບລວມທາງດ້ານວິທະຍາສາດ ແລະ ການຄ ້ມ
ຄອງຄວາມອ ດົມສົມບູນຂອງພືື້ນທີື່ມໍລະດົກໂລກຍັງບໍໍ່ສອດຄຸ່ອງກບັດ້ານການວາງແຜນການຂອງທ້ອງຖິື່ນ.  
 
- ຈ ານວນພະນັກງານມີຄ ນນະພາບບໍໍ່ພຽງພໍໃນການປະຕິບັດນະໂຍບາຍແຜນການຄ ້ມຄອງຢ່າງມີປະສິດ ຄວາມອ ດົມສົມບູນຂອງ
ຫີນໜາມໜ ໍ່ກໍໍ່ບໍໍ່ສາມາດຮັບປະກັນໄດ້ ນີື້ແມຸ່ນບນັຫາທີື່ສ າຄັນທີື່ຈະຕ້ອງໄດ້ມີການແກ້ໄຂ. ແຜນຄ ້ມຄອງຮຸ່ວມ 2016-2020 
ອາດຈະເປັນເປັນແຜນທີື່ມີຄ ນນະພາບລະດັບສາກົນ (ທຸ່ານປີເຕີ ເຊດີ 2017), ແຕຸ່ວຸ່າຈ າເປັນຕ້ອງໄດ້ມີການຝກຶອົບຮົມພະນັກງານ
ໃຫ້ໄດ້ມາດຕະຖານສູງເພືື່ອຈັດຕັື້ງປະຕິບັດແຜນຄ ້ມຄອງ ແລະ ໃຫ້ອ ານາດທາງດ້ານກົດໝາຍໃນການຈດັຕັື້ງປະຕິບັດແຜນ. ຜູ້
ບໍລິຫານສາຍງານຄ ້ມຄອງຈະຕ້ອງລະອຽດຊັດເຈນ ແລະ ບໍໍ່ໃຫ້ມີສິື່ງທີື່ບໍໍ່ລະອຽດຊັດເຈນກຸ່ຽວກັບບ ກຄົນໃດເປັນຜູ້ມີອ ານາດຂັື້ນສ ດ
ທ້າຍ ແລະ ຄວາມຮັບຜິດຊອບ 



- - ຈ າເປັນຕ້ອງມີ ແຜນການເງີນ ປະກອບມີ ແຜນງ ົບປະມານປະຈ າປີສ າລັບພືື້ນທີື່ສະເໜີເຂົື້າເປັນມໍລະດົກໂລກທີື່ຮັບປະກັນ
ຄວາມໝັື້ນຄົງທາງດ້ານການເງນີທີື່ພຽງພໍຢ່າງຕໍໍ່ເນືື່ອງ ແລະ ຕ້ອງຊດັເຈນວຸ່າແຫ ຸ່ງທີື່ມາທາງດ້ານການເງີນມາຈາກໃສ. ທຸ່ານ ປີເຕີ 
ເຊດີ (2017) ໃຫ້ຄ າອະທິບາຍເພີື່ມເຕີື່ມກຸ່ຽວກັບເລືື່ອງນີື້.  
 

- ຈ າເປັນຕ້ອງມີວຽກງານວິໄຈທາງດ້ານມໍລະດກົທາງດ້ານພູມສັນຖານຕືື່ມອີກເພືື່ອສະໜັບສະໜນູໃນການສະເໜີຊືື່ເຂົື້າເປັນ
ມໍລະດົກໂລກ ລວມທັງແຜນທີື່ທາງດ້ານອ ທົກວິທະຍາ, ການຈ າແນກພືື້ນທີື່ພູຫີນປູນດຶກດ າບນັ, ການຈ າແນກຈ ດດງຶດູດນັກທຸ່ອງ
ທຸ່ຽວໃນຕໍໍ່ໜ້າ (ລວມໄປເຖິງການເດີນທາງຂ້າມໄປຫາຈ ດພືື້ນທີື່ສູງທີື່ບໍໍ່ສາມາດເຂົື້າເຖິງໄດ້ດວ້ຍກະເຊົາ), ການກໍໍ່ສ້າງສະຖານນນີ ໍ້າ
ຖາວອນ ແລະ ພືື້ນທີື່ຕິດຕາມກວດກາຄ ນນະພາບນ ໍ້າ.  
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Executive Summary 

 

The geo-value attributes of Hin Nam No were evaluated and compared to selected 

properties on the World Heritage List. All properties considered contain karst features 

that are globally outstanding, but they are hugely different in size and in the complexity 

of their landscapes. Hin Nam No is similar to neighbouring Phong Nga - Ke Bang, but 

markedly different from the other properties except possibly parts of Lorentz National 

Park in West Papua and sites in Papua New Guinea. Hin Nam No displays more 

clearly than most of these World Heritage sites the complexity and variety of humid 

tropical polygonal karst (also known as fengcong-depression or cockpit karst) and 

consequently reinforces both the depth and breadth of natural landscape qualities 

already recognised as of Outstanding Universal Value by UNESCO in neighbouring 

Phong Nga – Ke Bang. The subterranean hydrological features of Hin Nam No are 

also striking, even on a global scale, because the wet season outflow from Xe Bang 

Fai Cave may have the largest peak flows known at any karst spring. Further, the 

excellent condition of the area’s monsoon forest permits natural processes to continue 

unimpeded and will do so for the foreseeable future; thus allowing landscape features 

to be naturally maintained. 

Hin Nam No shares the Outstanding Universal Values under criterion viii already 

recognized at Phong Nha – Ke Bang, because it is a continuation of the same terrain. 

Furthermore, by being immediately adjacent to Phong Nha – Ke Bang, it provides a 

rare opportunity to enhance considerably the integrity of the existing World Heritage 

property by creating what would become probably the largest karst reserve in the 

world, 2.3 times larger in core area than the celebrated South China Karst and, 

importantly, all in one piece; consequently providing much more security for its 

associated biovalues and being much less complex to manage. 

Although the above points provide a very strong case for transnational extension of a 

World Heritage property, there are some serious weaknesses in the Him Nam No case 

that must be addressed before any nomination document is submitted:    

-  The most outstanding requirement is for definition and mapping of legal boundaries 

for the core zone and buffer zone; noting that appropriate boundary positions from the 

point-of-view of science and the management of World Heritage integrity often do not 

coincide with local planning divisions. 

-  Without sufficient quality staff to implement management plan policies effectively, 

the integrity of Hin Nam No cannot be guaranteed.  This is a serious issue. The co-

management plan of 2016-2019 appears to be of international quality (Shadie 2017), 

but professional staff must be trained to a high standard to implement it, and given 

legal powers to enforce it. The line-management must be clear and with no ambiguity 

concerning who has final authority and responsibility. 

-  A financial plan, including an annual budget, is required for the proposed World 

Heritage area that guarantees adequate and ongoing financial security. It must be 
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clear where the financial resources are coming from. Shadie (2017) provides further 

commentary on this point. 

-  Further geoheritage work is needed to support the nomination, including 

hydrogeological mapping, identification of paleokarst sites, identification of further 

tourist attractions (possibly including a short-traverse cable-car site to give access to 

otherwise inaccessible high points), establishment of permanent hydrology stations 

and water quality monitoring sites. 
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1. The Hin Nam No karst and its case for OUV under criterion viii 

 

Hin Nam No National Protected Area is a tropical monsoonal karst located in the 

Annamite Mountain Range along the international border of Lao with Vietnam. The 

area has a mean annual temperature of about 25°C and rainfall estimated as between 

1500 - 2200 mm annually, mainly being concentrated between June and October. The 

area is located between lat. 17.667°N, long. 105.763°E (Mu Gia Pass) in the northwest 

and about lat. 17.278°N, long 106.195°E in the southeast. The protected area extends 

northwest to southeast for about 63 km, and its width varies from around 10 - 20 km. 

It is part of an extensive belt of carbonate rocks that stretches about 290 km across 

central Lao and into Vietnam that has been referred to as the Khammouan Karst 

(Mouret 2004). The protected region of Hin Nam No covers about 860 square 

kilometres (km2) of karst, although the karst terrain continues uninterrupted across the 

border into Vietnam, where another 1262 km2 of karst lies within Phong Nha – Ke Bang 

(PNKB) World Heritage property. Consequently, the combined transnational protected 

area incorporates more than 2100 km2 of karst terrain, making it perhaps the largest 

contiguous area of protected karst on the planet [the Lorentz National Park in 

Indonesia could have more, but this is uncertain because the karst there is unmapped]. 

To provide additional perspective, the seven properties constituting the South China 

Karst World Heritage serial property have a combined core area of 885 km2, the largest 

individual site being Libo-Huanjiang with 366 km2. 

Hin Nam No comprises a dissected plateau that ranges in elevation along the 

international border from over 1100 m to about 800 m, although descending to 420 m 

at the Mu Gia Pass. The skyline profile declines gradually to the southeast and 

southwest. Internal local relief within the karst reaches 200-500 m and, around the 

western and southwestern perimeter of the plateau, flanking cliffs like great protective 

walls rise abruptly 100 - 500 m above the surrounding plains, depending on location. 

These present a dramatic spectacle and provide serious natural barriers to access 

(Photos 1 and 2). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo 1. Bounding cliffs along the western face of Hin Nam No Protected Area  
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Photo 2. Ramparts several hundred metres high around edges of karst plateau viewed 

from Houay Hok valley near Ban Thongxam. Karst margin plain in foreground. 

The karst of Hin Nam No is developed mainly in Permo-Carboniferous limestones of 

the Khammouan Formation (Fm), about 320-270 million years old. These are thickly 

bedded, crystalline limestones and dolomitic limestones with cherty horizons 

becoming more evident lower in the sequence. They are 500-600 m thick, although 

the equivalent rocks in the Phong Nha – Ke Bang area across the border are described 

as the Bac Son Formation and are estimated to be 600-1000 m thick, the difference in 

thickness partly being accounted for by variable erosion of the upper parts of the 

sequence. Compact, massive and thick carbonates of this kind provide the perfect 

host rock for karst development. 

Beneath the limestones are sandstones and silty sandstones with occasional thin 

interbeds of coal. These rocks are 300-400 m thick and comprise the Boualapha Fm 

of early Carboniferous age. They provide the impermeable basis underlying the karst 

and force underground streams to reappear around the edges of the limestone outcrop 

as springs. 

Unconformably overlying the limestones are Jurassic and Cretaceous sediments (200-

65 million years old), mainly comprising gritstones, sandstones and marls. Tectonic 

movements of the Indosinian orogeny initiated a major period of erosion in the early-

mid Triassic, when rivers from neighbouring mountains transported sediments into the 

region where they were deposited across karst in a lowland basin. The accumulation 

of these Jurassic and Cretaceous terrigenous sediments resulted in the spreading of 

an impervious cover of about two thousand metres thickness over the Triassic karst 

landscape. During the Cenozoic, rivers flowed across this surface and, after millions 
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of years of erosion and downcutting, the gradual removal of the clastic cover 

eventually resulted in the superimposition of these rivers onto the carbonate rocks that 

lay beneath. As patches of limestone terrain were exhumed, the surface drainage 

became karstified, being lost underground and re-organised. In the Hin Nam No area, 

most of the Jurassic and Cretaceous cover beds have been stripped off, but traces of 

the old superimposed valleys are still evident as gentle southeast to northwest oriented 

troughs parallel to the tectonic grain of the country. Patches of Mesozoic cover beds 

still remain in a few places, especially on Phou Chuang mountain (1492 m) in the 

northwest, where craggy isolated outcrops of underlying limestone protrude midslope 

around its northwestern side, being visible from the road to Mu Gia Pass. These 

emerging limestone hills are exhumed remnants of the late Triassic landscape, and so 

constitute a paleokarst. 

The karst of Hin Nam No therefore has a complex history. The Permo-Carboniferous 

rocks were folded and faulted in the early to mid-Triassic into a northwest-southeast 

trending faulted anticlinorium, and they were subjected to erosion between about 240 

and 200 million years ago and perhaps into the early Jurassic. We cannot be sure 

what clastic coverbeds had to be removed first before the limestones were exposed 

to karstification, but this period of erosion may have lasted about 40 million years. A 

rugged limestone landscape was produced, but with relatively low relief, and probably 

reduced close to baselevel. Climate during Triassic times was hot and dry, and so 

weathered residues were imparted a red iron-stained colour. Angular rock fragments 

with reddish insoluble residues (derived from iron in clastic cover beds) acting as 

cement penetrated downwards into karstic fissures in the limestone. The low lying 

karst was eventually smothered by the deposition of 2000 m or more of gravel, gritty 

sediments, sandstones and clays; the transported products of erosion from 

surrounding mountains. Then renewed tectonism associated with Himalayan 

movements, resulting from the collision of India with Eurasia between 70 and 50 million 

years ago, led to further uplift and faulting and initiated a new phase of erosion during 

which much of the gravelly and sandy cover beds were stripped off, in the process 

exhuming and rejuvenating the Triassic paleokarst. This exposure led to the re-

integration of the ancient karst into the modern hydrographic system. Erosion through 

the mid-Tertiary and Quaternary has completely remodelled the ancient paleokarst 

topography and has developed a polygonal karst adjusted both to the prevailing 

tropical monsoonal environment and to bedrock conditions. However, vestiges of 

paleokarst can be seen in two places: firstly, where ancient limestone topography is 

being revealed by on-going erosion of Jurassic-Cretaceous coverbeds, as at Phou 

Chuang, and, secondly, where red-cemented fissure breccias are encountered on 

cave walls (such as in the Balcony Passage in Xe Bang Fai) and on some limestone 

outcrops (Photo 3). 
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Photo 3. A paleokarst cemented breccia fissure fill in Houay Hok valley. 

The modern karst topography has many variations in style. This arises because of 

internal variations in lithology, bedding thickness, joint spacing and faulting within the 

limestone sequence. Variations in the spacing of cross-cutting fissures (joints, faults, 

bedding planes) in the rock is particularly important (Photos 4 and 5). The folded rocks 

have dips to about 40 degrees and so the plateau surface cut across these undulating 

beds exposes different parts of the carbonate sequence to karst dissolutional 

processes. Subtle variations in lithology (e.g. more or less dolomitic horizons and more 

or less insoluble residues, such as chert) affect rock solubility and so are expressed 

in landform style. Thinner beds tend to be more intensely jointed, so some parts of the 

terrain are intensely fissured by cross-cutting corridors along closely spaced master 

joints and faults. Some limestone outcrops are almost devoid of higher plants, because 

there is so little insoluble residue to generate soil. Some enclosed depressions are 

deep and widely spaced because the rock is massive with low fissure frequency, and 

as the depressions incise their surrounding ridges are left as steep peaks (Frontispiece 

and Photo 6). Yet in other places the limestone has been removed down to the 

impermeable basement (Boualapha Fm), and so large flat-bottomed depressions 

(termed polje or, locally, kouan) expand near the level of the water-table. 
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Photo 4. Bare highly fissured karst on the HNN plateau south of Ban Nong No. 

 

Photo 5. Bare fissured surfaces surround vegetated depressions and widened master 

joint corridors on the HNN plateau above Ban Vangmaner. 
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Photo 6. Steep residual peaks (fengcong) rise above deeply incised and forested 

enclosed depressions and cross-cutting corridors in the Ban Dou area of HNN plateau. 

Note even plateau skyline in the distance. 

Despite all these landform variations there is one thing in common: the karst drains 

internally into enclosed depressions. These depressions can be of different size and 

they may vary in depth and slope, but they occupy all the available space (Photos 7 

and 8). Their topographic boundaries one against the other subdivide the terrain into 

an immensely intricate series of adjoining internally draining cells, all water being being 

absorbed underground by solutionally widened joints. For this reason, this kind of karst 

is sometimes called polygonal karst, because the natural partitioning of internally 

draining cells within the karst resembles a honeycomb (referring to the plan view), or 

cockpit karst (a Jamaican term referring to the depressions) or fengcong-depression 

(a Chinese term referring to the peaks and intervening basins). These names denote 

essentially the same tropical karst style, but were initially used in different countries. 
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Photo 7. Deeply incised enclosed depressions enclosed by rocky ridges; a polygonal 

karst terrain near Ban Vangmaner. 

 

Photo 8. Deeply incised polygonal karst occasionally crossed by widened joint corridors in the 

Ban Dou region of HNN Protected Area. 

Polygonal karst is arguably Nature’s most efficient drainage system, minimizing the 

distance between where rain falls and where it is removed from the surface. 

Consequently, the surface of polygonal karst does not flood, but instead the water is 
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absorbed rapidly underground. In the Hin Nam No region there are two ways in which 

rainwater recharges karst groundwater. On the high plateau, where the terrain is 

formed entirely in limestone, the rainfall is led directly underground. This is termed 

autogenic recharge. But, in the southeast of Hin Nam No, the headwater streams of 

the Xe Bang Fai River collect runoff from impervious non-karst rocks before flowing 

onto the karst. This is known as allogenic recharge, i.e. originating outside the karst. 

Autogenic and allogenic waters have different water qualities, because they are 

sourced from areas with different rock types and land uses. Allogenic streams, being 

surface streams, are also subject to more extremes in rates of flow. But these waters 

mix underground and their combined flows emerge at karst springs. At Hin Nam No, 

groundwater in the karst cannot penetrate deeper beneath surface than the level of 

the underlying impervious Boualapha sandstones and siltstones. So permanent and 

temporary springs are located around the edges of the karst plateau near the foot of 

cliffs, which is close the level at which Boualapha rocks are encountered. 

The main drainage system leading to the region’s largest spring is the Xe Bang Fai 

River and cave. It is a mixed autogenic-allogenic surface and groundwater system that 

collects water from the eastern side of the karst plateau and directs it northwest along 

the strike before finally sinking underground (Photo 9) and turning west through 6.4 

km long Xe Bang Fai Cave to emerge at a large spring near the settlement of Nong 

Ping (Photo 10). The Xe Bang Fai catchment area upstream of Nong Ping is estimated 

to cover about 1310 km2 of which 63% is limestone (Mouret et al. 1997, Bolger 2017), 

although groundwater catchment boundaries are notoriously difficult to determine 

beneath karst terrain. Spring discharge is estimated by Bolger to have an annual 

average of 72 m3/second, but with considerable seasonal variation because of the wet 

season-dry season monsoonal climate. The maximum daily average flow is estimated 

to be about 1208 m3/second, although instantaneous peak discharges could be two to 

three times greater. Several karst springs around the world are known to have greater 

average flows, but the flood discharge of Xe Bang Fai spring must rank the amongst 

the largest in the world, a function of heavy monsoon rains confined to a short wet 

season. No spring with a greater high flow is recorded on the World Karst Aquifer Map 

(BGR et al. 2017), although admittedly many sites have no high flow data.  
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Photo 9. Blind valley and swallow hole (stream-sink) of the Xe Bang Fai River. The 

upstream entrance to Xe Bang Fai Cave. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo 10. Resurgence of Xe Bang Fai River and tourist entrance to the cave. Note the 

floodwater surge pool and large gravel bank. 

As a consequence of regularly passing such large discharges, Xe Bang Fai Cave has 

developed active river passages of commensurate size that are capable of transmitting 

huge volumes of water. The main river passage is about 50 m wide and 40 m high, 

although parts reach 70 m high, and collapse in some places has extended height to 
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120 m and width to 240 m. These are described by Bolger (in review). The large surge 

pool and high thrown-up gravel bank at the cave exit (Photo 11) indicates that flows 

emerge at high velocity, because of pressurized expulsion beyond a totally flooded 

cave section where, in a constricted section, floodwaters rise to the cave roof, and 

back-up occurs further upstream generating considerable head. 

 

 

 

 

Photo 11. Floodwater surge pool, up-thrown gravel bank and course of Xe Bang Fai River 

towards Nong Ping village. 

The western and southwestern edges of the karst plateau are delimited by high cliffs 

that abruptly give way to a surrounding plain, termed a karst margin plain (Photo 2), 

veneered by fluvial sediments. Excavations and exposures reveal that beneath the 

sediments the plain is often cut across limestones, but in places can also be cut across 

sandstones and siltstones of the underlying Boualapha Formation. The karst margin 

plain is subject to flooding in the wet season, and acidic floodwaters encroaching 

around the foot of cliffs undermines their base (by dissolution) and causes them to 

retreat by cliff collapse. Swamp notches and foot caves around the base of karst 

towers and cliffs are a clear indication of the potency of this process. The plain 

expands at the expense of the karst plateau and this keeps the cliffed ramparts steep.  

Isolated still unconsumed parts of the plateau are scattered across parts of the plain, 

where island-like karst towers produce an attractive landscape known as fenglin or 

tower karst. This is well displayed near the settlement of Pha Nob. 
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1.1 Conclusions 

 

The karst of Hin Nam No (and immediately adjoining Phong Nha – Ke Bang) is 

internationally significant for three reasons:  

(1) because it provides one of the world’s best examples of tropical seasonally humid 

karst in a pristine environment where natural processes still continue in an essentially 

undisturbed state;  

(2) because the combined area (HNN plus PNKB) is possibly the largest still-natural 

region of humid tropical karst in the world, hence it is extremely special because of the 

rarity of such pristine environments; and 

(3) because the floodwater discharges at Xe Bang Fai Spring are spectacular and 

amongst greatest known for any karst spring.  

The karst landscape as a whole illustrates superbly the complex variability of humid 

tropical karst landforms and hydrology. Its landform style and intensity of dissection 

displays huge variety as the plateau region is traversed. No other World Heritage site 

displays such variety of polygonal karst landform style and over so large an area. 

If the geo-diversity attributes of the karst plateau are evaluated in terms of their 

potential Outstanding Universal Value, one could justifiably assert that the karst 

landforms at Hin Nam No clearly display OUV and, not surprisingly, the same can be 

said for the karst in adjoining Phong Nha – Ke Bang (where World Heritage values 

have already been acknowledged), because the two areas are simply parts of the 

same karst terrain just artificially divided by a political boundary that has no relevance 

to natural processes. 

 

2. Observations and recommendations concerning integrity issues 

2.1 Definition of the core area and buffer zone 

 

The planning zonation applied locally does not necessarily fit with the World Heritage 

concept of ‘core’. The core zone of a World Heritage property identifies the area in 

which the Outstanding Universal Value occurs and its boundary encloses the area that 

is required to safeguard and maintain that value, thereby supporting its integrity. In the 

case of features like landforms, the boundary encloses those areas that contribute 

directly to natural processes maintaining the landforms, thereby permitting their 

undisturbed operation. In the case of hydrological systems, the boundary would follow 

the watershed (divide) and, where practicable, would include the entire catchment, 

although some river basins are so large that not all the catchment can be included 

because it is beyond the control of park managers. 
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The core area is surrounded by a ‘buffer zone’. The purpose of the buffer zone is to 

protect the values of the core from damaging or inappropriate deleterious influences, 

including physical, chemical, visual and noise intrusions. In karst areas, the most 

sensitive boundary is the inflow side of the system, where water and water-borne 

influences are introduced into the karst from outside. The outflow boundary of the core 

zone is usually less critical, because there damaging effects tend to be carried away. 

These considerations indicate, therefore, that the buffer is not a zone of arbitrary width, 

but is tailored in width to meet the needs of protection of the property in question. 

In the case of Hin Nam No, the forested interior plateau contains the main geo-values 

and so should be designated core. On the northeast side the HNN boundary will be 

the international border with Vietnam, so no buffer is required against the PNKB core 

zone. Along the western side of HNN, the limits of the core zone are easily defined 

(from a physical perspective) at the base of the surrounding cliffs, including around 

Phou Chuang, because these steep slopes and cliffs form a natural boundary. 

However, from a local human perspective, land use and property considerations must 

also be taken into account, in order to define in acceptable detail precisely where the 

boundary might run. Similar considerations should be used to delimit the core 

boundary on the southwestern side of HNN from about a few kilometres east of Sa 

Ang to Nong Ping, even though the bounding cliffs there are less dramatic. 

The main problem area for core zone definition is eastwards beyond Nong Ping, along 

the south and southeast side of HNN protected area. Xe Bang Fai Cave is a natural 

jewel within the region, and as a result is a key source of tourist income, so its qualities 

must not be compromised, especially its excellent water quality. As a consequence, 

protection of water quality in the Xe Bang Fai River is critically important. The entire 

catchment needs protection and careful management. This does not imply that the 

entire river basin should be in the core, but that part outside the core must be carefully 

managed with forest rehabilitation where possible and, further, the boundary of the 

buffer zone must follow the topographic watershed of the basin. The buffer zone 

boundary changes proposed by Shadie (2017) and illustrated in his Figure 6 appear 

to be appropriate, so far as one can tell from the small scale of the map. Thus the 

boundary of HNN core zone should continue southeastwards from Nong Ping to Nga 

Wet and then east to the existing protected area boundary along the river, with the 

rest of the upper catchment to La Boi and beyond being in the buffer zone, where the 

emphasis for management should be rehabilitation of nature rather than further 

exploitation of natural resources. For much of this length the buffer zone could perhaps 

follow the HNN planning area boundary, but the appropriateness of this requires 

consideration in detail. 

The buffer zone boundary in the south, therefore, is best delimited by the watershed 

of Xe Bang Fai River. To the northwest of Nong Ping the buffer zone boundary will 

traverse the outflow zone of the karst across the karst margin plain. No physical 

features are available to guide where it might go, so practical considerations are 

paramount – activities within the buffer zone must be manageable. Thus the buffer 
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zone boundary will probably run to the east of Nya Wai, Sa Ang and Sean Phan. The 

buffer zone will include the entire Vang Khan to Pha Nob pass (choke point), where 

the tower karst has scenic value, and then continue to Nong Bua and north to the Mu 

Gia Pass. Hence Ban Dou and Thongxam settlements would be within the buffer zone.  

One of the upshots of defining the buffer zone in this way is that it includes areas of 

scenic value (karst margin plain with isolated towers and distant views of karst 

ramparts) and of cultural interest, including wartime sites of strategic importance and 

subterranean refuge, all of which will be of interest to visitors. 

An area of particular difficulty for buffer zone management is the 22 km length of 

international boundary that extends southeast from the end of the PNKB core zone, 

from where the PNKB boundary joins the international border. On the Vietnam side it 

includes part of the buffer zone for the existing World Heritage property and is the 

location of small settlements in Tan Trach and Thuong Trach Communes, including 

Arem village. The area also contains a Highway [20] that stops at the international 

border, so ends directly against the HNN core area, but continues as a smaller road 

towards Nongma village and beyond. Thus effective buffer zone management for HNN 

in this area is totally dependent on policies and practices carried out on the Vietnam 

side. But there are serious questions as to whether this is being achieved. 

It seemed evident from the helicopter flight that incursions are being made from near 

Highway 20 in Vietnam into the HNN protected area. Although subject to confirmation 

of the exact position of the international border, a red dirt road penetrates from Vietnam 

into forest on the Lao side and gaps in the forest suggested that logging has occurred 

(Photo 12). Apparent breaches of this kind will provide an on-going source of friction 

unless they are curbed and seem likely to continue until effective border and buffer 

zone management practices are instituted. Such problems threaten the integrity of the 

HNN property. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Photo 12. Informal road appears to penetrate into the Lao side of the 

border zone from near the end of Highway 20 in Vietnam. 
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2.2 Integrity and permissible activities with the core 

 

In addition to having exceptional natural values, for a natural property to be deemed 

of Outstanding Universal Value, it must also meet the conditions of integrity and must 

have an adequate protection and management system to ensure its safeguarding 

(Paragraph 78 of the ‘Operational Guidelines for the Implementation of the World 

Heritage Convention’ (UNESCO 2017)). 

Integrity is defined in Paragraph 88 as a measure of the wholeness and intactness of 

the natural heritage and its attributes. However, it is appreciated that no area is totally 

pristine because of long-standing activities of traditional societies, yet these activities 

can still be compatible with the OUV of the area where they are ecologically 

sustainable. Thus hunting and gathering can continue where it is sustainable, but 

forest burning should be prohibited. Where non-traditional activities occur, such as 

tourism, special care is required to assure acceptable minimum impact. 

World Heritage properties are special places that tourists wish to visit, and there is an 

obligation to facilitate it. But the State Party also has a sacred obligation under the 

World Heritage Convention to protect the property in posterity for all mankind. So, in 

natural properties, a careful balance has to be reached between reasonable tourist 

access and nature protection with the balance being on the side of nature. 

The main means of protecting the integrity of the core is through having a buffer zone 

with appropriate policies and effective management. There is an understanding that it 

is inappropriate to ‘foul one’s nest’, that is, that economic development should not be 

permitted in the core, but should be kept outside, i.e. in the buffer zone. 

The question therefore arises: what developments are acceptable without violating the 

requirements of integrity? 

The answer is that only routes and facilities that are essential and necessary for park 

management and tourist access are appropriate. We need to permit and facilitate 

visitors to have access to the attributes that give the area OUV, but without significantly 

impacting them. Anything non-essential is inappropriate in the core. 

HNN is a wild forest area with very challenging terrain, although it is criss-crossed with 

many traditional forest pathways used by local people. Some of these walking trails 

could be improved to facilitate adventure tourism. Forest camps could be made for 

over-night stays, provided they are made mainly of traditional materials, can be easily 

removed, and cater only for small groups. The occasional helipad would also need 

construction for emergency access. 

However, many visitors are not fit and young enough to enjoy the adventure of forest 

trails, and many parts of HNN are very steep, rugged and inaccessible. So, to enable 

visitors to see the astonishing spectacle of rugged karst across the plateau, access is 

required to high points with expansive views. The only practical and relatively low-

impact way to achieve this, and also with acceptably low cost per visitor, is by means 
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of cable car/gondola up the spectacular cliffed ramparts of HNN. The cable car engine 

and access point would be in the buffer zone and the exit point with views and 

walkways would be at the edge of the core; so the plan distance of cable car travel 

would be less than a kilometre, depending on the location selected. It is a matter of 

getting to a good view-point at the edge of the core, and certainly not of going far into 

it, except on foot. A site would need to be chosen with care, to minimize intrusion yet 

give access to the tops. A location between Nong No and Vangmaner would be 

appropriate, because of the steep cliffs and extraordinary naked karst across the 

plateau top. Walkways across the karst would need careful construction with visitor 

safety paramount, because the terrain is dangerous. Such facilities would provide a 

major tourist attraction at the northwest end of HNN. A similar facility is in operation at 

Jinfoshan, near Chongqing, in the South China Karst World Heritage property, in that 

case to give access to high level caves that end in the cliff face (Photo 13). 

 

 

 

Photo 13. Cable car gives tourists access to the summit area and caves of Jinfoshan, 

South China Karst World Heritage site near Chongqing. 

A much more expensive and noisy means of visitor access is helicopter tourism. 

Nevertheless, because of the remote and extremely rugged nature of HNN this might 

be considered under special conditions. The principle concern is that the tranquillity of 

nature must be preserved wherever possible and the experience of other tourists must 

not be diminished by noise pollution. Consequently, flight paths must not pass over 

areas with adventure trails, because the noise will destroy the remote experience of 

other visitors. Consequently, flight paths must be restricted to corridors well removed 

from normal tourism and there should be a clearly defined ‘no-fly zone’ (except for 

emergency/rescue).  
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Should World Heritage status be achieved, then some buildings will require 

construction for visitor information and staff facilities, and also provide park 

interpretation, meeting rooms and tourist amenities. These should be built in a location 

that has easy access to the park, is safe from flooding, and should include secure 

parking for visitors who may leave their vehicles for several days while on adventure 

tours. Such facilities should be constructed in the buffer zone. Residential buildings 

providing overnight accommodation should never be located in the core, but only in 

the buffer zone, although removable huts made of native materials and tents are 

acceptable. Indeed some may be required for ranger staff on patrol. 

 

3. Comparative analysis of the geo-diversity values of Hin Nam No 

with other karst sites 

 

Comparative analysis under criterion (viii) 

“An outstanding example representing major stages of Earth’s history, 

including the record of life, significant ongoing geological processes in the 

development of landforms, or significant geomorphic or physiographic 

features” (Operational Guidelines, para. 77). 

In the IUCN Thematic Study of World Heritage Caves and Karst published in 2008, 

there are 45 karst and cave related properties of which 27 are inscribed for 

Outstanding Universal Values (OUV) that includes karst and caves. Among these, 37 

are inscribed for their natural values, 4 for cultural and 4 for mixed OUV. In addition, 

in the same Thematic Study identifies 30 more karst sites on Tentative Lists, some of 

which have since gained World Heritage recognition. Since 2008 six more properties 

with karst have been inscribed on the World Heritage List: Ningaloo Coast in Western 

Australia, under criteria vii and x in 2010; Phoenix Islands Protected Area in Kiribati, 

under criteria vii and ix in 2010; Les Causses et les Cévennes in France, under criteria 

iii and v in 2011; Rock Islands Southern Lagoon in Palau, under criteria iii, v, vii, ix and 

x in 2012; Lena Pillars Nature Park in Russia under criterion viii in 2012 plus an 

extension in 2015; and Trang An Landscape Complex in Vietnam under criteria v, vii, 

and viii in 2014. These newly inscribed properties are developed mainly on carbonate 

rocks, but not all of their karsts are recognized as having OUV. However, Trang An 

was nominated in part for its geo-values and the OUV of its karst is confirmed. Further, 

the Grands Causses of France with major limestone plateaux crossed by deep gorges 

is undoubtedly an internationally significant karst terrain; the outstanding 

speleobiology of the caves and aquifer of the limestone ranges of the Ningaloo Coast 

has considerable international significance; and the Rock Islands are a superb 

example of partly drowned, well karstified coralline limestones, and although not 

nominated for geo-values they are certainly of international significance. Therefore, 

Table 1 below up-dates the original 2008 version by including recently inscribed 
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properties, and Table 2 indicates the kind of karst landscapes involved and the rocks 

that support them. 

Consequently, in presenting a comparative analysis for Nin Nam No, 51 karst and 

cave related properties from all over the world might be considered, plus those on the 

Tentative List and elsewhere. Yet given the exceptionally high standards that must be 

met to achieve World Heritage inscription, it is most appropriate to compare Nin Nam 

No only with properties having acknowledged karst OUV or potential OUV, and in 

particular with the immediately adjacent World Heritage property of Phong Nga - Ke 

Bang in Vietnam (number 50* in Table 1). Those with recognized karst OUV are listed 

in Table 2, which shows the types of karst morphology involved and the ages of rock 

formations in which they are found. But morphological descriptions inevitably 

oversimplify the variety and attributes of landforms identified and, because of the 

landscape complexity encountered in some properties, some may occur more than 

once in the table. Thus Hin Nam No, like Phong Nga – Ke Bang (50*), would become 

a member of a group of 4 existing humid tropical karst properties developed in Upper 

Paleozoic rocks. From Table 2 it is evident that the majority of karsts with OUV are 

developed in relatively ancient rocks of Lower Mesozoic to Upper Paleozoic age. 

In the Thematic Study an attempt was made to put existing karst and caves properties 

into global perspective in order to help identify inadequacies and gaps in World 

Heritage coverage. This was achieved by mapping properties according to their 

climatic context. Considering Table 1, fifteen properties are identified as located in the 

humid tropics to subtropics, up to nine in the tropical to subtropical semi-arid zone, 20 

in the temperate zone and 3 in the periglacial zone, although climatic designations 

vary across some properties because of large differences in altitude. So given that 

humid tropical to subtropical karsts are already well represented on the World Heritage 

List, only the presence of really outstanding attributes not adequately covered 

elsewhere could possibly justify another humid tropical addition to the List. On the 

other hand, a proposed extension to an existing World Heritage property that further 

enhances its values and integrity should be welcomed. Such is the case with Nin Nam 

No in relation to Phong Nga - Ke Bang. 

 

3.1 World Heritage properties with karst OUV that can most 

appropriately be compared to Nin Nam No  

Although many of the properties in Table 1 possess karst of Outstanding Universal 

Value, the relative importance of Nin Nam No can best be judged by comparing like-

with-like. For example, in the present context it is not very helpful to compare Nin Nam 

No with, say, Nahanni National Park in Canada, which is an area with permafrost, or 

with Purnululu in Australia, which is a quartz sandstone landscape in a seasonally arid 

tropical savannah regime. Limestones karsts generally have different landscape styles 
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according to the broad climatic zone in which their landscapes evolved. This is 

because the balance of relative effectiveness of natural processes varies as climate 

changes. Thus karst developed predominantly under humid tropical conditions has a 

different landscape style to that developed under a cool temperate regime, and both 

contrast with karsts formed in the seasonally arid tropics and subtropics where 

evaporation far exceeds rainfall. Thus cone karst, cockpits and limestone towers 

(fencong-depression and fenglin) are characteristic attributes of humid tropical karst. 

That is not to say that towers and conical hills are absent in other environments, but 

they are much less common and not a visually dominant feature of the landscape. 

Likewise, enclosed depressions of various styles, sizes and origins are developed in 

all karsts, but humid tropical cockpits tend to be bigger, deeper and often star shaped 

compared to the often smaller and generally more circular temperate dolines. 

Textbooks on karst explain these differences more fully, but suffice it to say here that 

a meaningful comparative analysis that will best put the attributes of Hin Nam No into 

sharp focus should involve its comparison with other humid tropical limestone karsts 

with OUV and especially those in a mountainous context. However, one other point 

should also be made here: in addition to climate, lithology can also be important, some 

carbonate rocks such as coral being very porous and mechanically weak compared to 

dense old limestones (as at Hin Nam No) and marble. Thus although coral atolls and 

uplifted reefs are a feature of tropical and usually humid environments, their rocks are 

commonly less than 5 million years old (and often less than 2 million) and so have very 

much less advanced morphological development than karsts developed on older 

denser rocks; usually just displaying caves, steep-sided collapse depressions (e.g. 

cenotes) and severely corroded limestone surfaces (e.g. makatea). Consequently, for 

meaningful comparative analysis, little purpose is served in comparing Hin Nam No 

with geologically recent coral landscapes such as, for example, Aldabra Atoll (37) and 

Henderson Island (44*). 

It is more relevant to compare Hin Nam No with other humid tropical or subtropical 

cone and tower karst sites developed on compacted carbonate rocks of Paleogene or 

greater age (Figure 1). Such cases include serial sites in the South China Karst (15*), 

the lowlands of Lorentz National Park in West Papua, Indonesia (25*), Gunung Mulu 

in Malaysia (29*), Trang An Landscape Complex in Vietnam (51*) and the immediately 

neighbouring Phong Nga – Ke Bang World Heritage property in Vietnam (50*) 

(Locations shown on Figure 1). On the Tentative List, sites in Papua New Guinea are 

also formed of compact crystalline limestones in humid tropical mountains, similar to 

those in Lorentz National Park in West Papua.  
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 Figure 1.  Sites with karst OUV in southeast Asia 

3.1.1 Individual reviews 

 

As explained when discussing geo-values in connection with criterion viii, the summit 

surface of Hin Nam No declines from about 1150 m in the northwest to 800 m in the 

southeast, probably because greater uplift in the west caused tilting. Uplift started 

perhaps 25-35 million years ago, but is likely to be continuing with many faults still 

active. The block of limestone constituting Hin Nam No and Phang Nga – Ke Bang 

has been stripped of a former cover of Late Mesozoic sediments and has become 

dissected by karst processes into polygonal karst relief; a topography similar to an 

enormous egg-tray, where a multitude of deep depressions (cockpits) are surrounded 

by residual conical hills (fengcong). Over a period of several million years, some the 

depressions have exploited fault lines and so have been able to dissolved downwards 
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to intersect the water-table near the level of underlying sandstones and siltstones of 

the underlying Boualapha Formation. Then at water-table level they widened laterally.  

This is a typical story of humid karst evolution in the tropics. Therefore, one might ask 

if the features of Hin Nam No duplicate the geomorphology of other World Heritage or 

Tentative List sites. The answer is that although elements of the story of humid tropical 

karst evolution are found in many other places, and over similar time-scales, no other 

World Heritage or Tentative List site presents such a variety of polygonal karst 

features, except for neighbouring Phong Nga – Ke Bang. This is hardly surprising as 

it is part of the same morpho-tectonic block. 

Phong Nga-Ke Bang 

Phong Nga-Ke Bang National Park in Vietnam (50*) is a mountainous fengcong-

depression (polygonal) karst developed on a dissected plateau rising to around 1290 

m above sea level. Its climate is tropical humid monsoonal, although wetter than 

neighbouring Hin Nam No because of greater exposure to marine influences. Its large 

area includes a complex of landscapes formed on limestones and other rocks. 

Limestones range in age from Devonian through Carboniferous to Permian and in total 

exceed 1000 m in thickness. The area has a long geomorphic history that paleokarst 

evidence indicates may extend back to the early Cretaceous or Triassic. In Phong 

Nga-Ke Bang some of the rocks on which paleokarst developed date from the 

Devonian (about 400 million years old) but, in Hin Nam No, karst that is probably the 

same age developed across Permo-Carboniferous limestones. Cenozoic tectonism 

has elevated the terrain well above sea level, and has rejuvenated karst systems. So, 

despite the long period of landscape evolution, most of the karst landforms are found 

well above local baselevel and varieties of polygonal karst dominate the scene. 

Conditions for tower karst (fenglin) evolution are not met except locally around the 

edges of poljes where the water table is near the surface.  

The karst landscapes of Phong Nga-Ke Bang and Hin Nam No have many landform 

features in common, particularly a rich variety of polygonal karst and very large river 

caves. This is to be expected, because they are developed in the same geological 

block with a similar geological and climatic history. Ancient episodes in the 

development of karst are recognised as paleokarst, both in Phong Nga-Ke Bang and 

Hin Nam No, the evidence in Hin Nam No pointing to a Late Triassic paleokarst (that 

is the landforms were produced about 200 million years ago) that formed on 

limestones deposited around 320-270 million years ago. It is considered at Phong 

Nga-Ke Bang that karst has evolved since the Paleozoic (some 400 million years ago), 

but there is no known evidence of paleokarst of such antiquity at Hin Nam No.  

There are many caves in the Phong Nga-Ke Bang area, and one of them, -Hang Son 

Doong, is a river cave with a particularly large main passage adjusted to large flood 

flows in the monsoon season (estimated peak annual discharge of 400-450 m3/ 

second, being runoff from a basin of about 200 km2 (Limbert et al. 2016)). Many caves 
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are likewise found in Hin Nam No, some also with very large passages, including Xe 

Bang Fai Cave which drains a catchment of 1310 km2 and has peak flows in excess 

of 1200 m3/ second; thus yielding the largest known flood flow discharge from a karst 

spring. 

South China Karst 

Guilin 

The karst at Guilin in Guangxi Province is a serial site within the South China Karst 

World Heritage property (15*). It has long been world famous for its tower karst 

landscape developed under a tropical monsoon climate with a mean annual 

temperature of 18-19° C and rainfall of 1566-2390 mm. The area is located about 400 

km inland from the sea, and at Yangshuo the floodplain of the River Li is about 110 m 

above sea level (Photo 14). The River Li downstream of Guilin has incised an 

antecedent gorge across an uplifted block of massively bedded mainly Devonian 

limestones. River incision has rejuvenated karst on each side of the river, resulting in 

well-developed steep-sided cone karst locally known as fengcong. Alluvial plains with 

isolated towers (fenglin or peak-forest plain) occur at both the upstream (near Guilin) 

and downstream (near Yangshuo) ends of the Li gorge, as well as along floodplains 

of neighbouring tributaries such as the rivers Yulong and Xiaosi. Its peak-forest plain 

extends well beyond the boundaries of the property. The most favoured local 

explanation for the origin of the isolated towers is that they developed directly as a 

consequence of corrosional undercutting following repeated inundation by floodwaters 

from the River Li, a large river that flows into the karst from a non-karst catchment.  

 

Photo 14. Tower karst beside the Lijiang near Yangshuo in the South China Karst Word 

Heritage property (Guilin serial site). 
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Comparing the landscape of Hin Nam No with that found at Guilin, it is clear that there 

are major differences in landscape style, processes and history in the two areas. This 

is especially because the tectonic situation and hydrological context is different: a 

major allogenic river (Lijiang) flows right through the middle of the Guilin karst, 

whereas the bulk of Hin Nam No karst is drained by subterranean streams derived 

from local rainfall on its hills and has no surface water. Runoff is collected by the Xe 

Bang Fai river that flows along the southern edge of the karst uplands. Guilin is a 

mixed allogenic-autogenic karst, but is dominated by allogenic processes associated 

with the Lijiang and its tributaries; whereas Hin Nam No is mainly dominated by 

autogenic processes associated with rain falling on local karst hills. Further, an iconic 

feature of the Guilin landscape is its tower karst (fenglin), but this is absent in the core 

zone of Hin Nam No.   

Libo-Huanjiang 

Libo is in Guizhou Province and Huanjiang directly across the border in Guangxi 

Province. Their combined area constitutes the largest serial site within the South China 

Karst World Heritage property (15*). The karst has an average altitude of about 700 

m and is developing under a subtropical monsoon climate with a mean annual 

temperature of 15° C and 1750 mm rainfall. The area is within the fold-fault zone of 

the Yangtze Massif and the thick limestones and dolomitic limestones supporting the 

karst are mainly Carboniferous to Permian in age, in that respect being similar to Hin 

Nam No. The karst at Libo-Huangjiang provides the best World Heritage example of 

fengcong-depression karst (could also be described as conekarst-cockpit karst or 

polygonal karst), because the conical hills are remarkably regular in form, very 

numerous, clothed in natural forest and extend over a large area (Photo 15). The karst 

evolved following uplift of an ancient erosion surface that truncates the regional 

structure. The levelness of this surface, which possibly formed in the Miocene, is 

readily discernible from the present regular skyline at 1000-1100 m above sea level. 

Near the centre of the karst, the difference in elevation between cone summits and 

intervening depressions varies from 180 m to 300 m and cone side slopes average 

about 45, but as incising river valleys are approached the effects of rejuvenation are 

felt and vertical relief in cockpit basins increases to 300-450 m and cone side slopes 

increase to 52-58. A few of the depressions amongst the fengcong cones have 

incised to the water table and have enlarged to produce large elongate flat-floored 

valleys with interior drainage (polje). These are in the interior of the karst away from 

the influence of neighbouring river valleys. Towers are a relatively minor feature of the 

landscape, in which fengcong-valleys, fengcong-gorges, and fengcong-depressions 

are more common. The evolution of cone karst in the area is interpreted to follow a 

sequential process from fengcong-depression to fenglin-depression (polje) when the 

water table is approached (which is similar to what is just beginning to occur in the 

interior of Hin Nam No). Thus Libo-Huangjiang provides an excellent model of 

fengcong karst evolution, certainly the best World Heritage example, and is well 

displayed because of its geometrical regularity. However, it has far less variety in 
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fengcong-depression landforms than Hin Nam No, which provides a much fuller 

display of the variability seen in nature, including expression of the subtle effects of 

structure and rock type. 

 

Photo 15. Panorama across fengcong at Libo in the South China Karst. This is an 

unusually regular form of cone karst. Note the even summit surface. 

Shibing 

Shibing is located in Guizhou at a similar latitude to Libo and is important for its karst 

landforms developed in Cambrian dolomite, a double carbonate of magnesium and 

calcium less soluble in water than standard limestone. The area rises to 1250 m in the 

north and descends to about 600 m in the south. It has an annual rainfall of 1220 mm 

and a mean annual temperature of about 16° C. The landforms of Shibing comprise 

mainly steep-sided fengcong cones (Photo 16) separated by deep gorges and valleys 

that sometimes have small streams but can be dry. Although a scenically very 

impressive terrain at a similar elevation to Hin Nam No, the rock on which its landforms 

are developed and the style of karst that evolves are so different to Hin Nam No that 

making further comparisons serves no useful purpose. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo 16. Precipitous fengcong cones and towers developed in 

dolomite in the Shibing serial site of the South China Karst. 
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Wulong 

The main feature of the Wulong area near Chongqing is its huge and spectacular 

collapse depressions known as tiankeng, an extreme form of collapse doline. Fifteen 

such collapses occur in the area, the biggest being 352,064 m2 in area and 373 m 

deep, although one with a smaller surface area is 420 m deep. These immense 

collapses occur over caves with subterranean rivers, and so between adjacent 

collapses there are huge natural bridges with spans of about 30 m and arches over 

200 m high. No landforms like this are found at Hin Nam No.  The surrounding surface 

topography at around 1200 m mainly comprises undulating hills and dry valleys 

bounded by deep gorges. Thus, apart from being karstic, the landforms of the area 

have little in common with HNN. The climate is also distinctly cooler. 

Jinfoshan and Shilin 

Shilin is located on the undissected inland plateau of Yunnan, whereas Jinfoshan is 

an isolated undissected outlier of the Yunnan - Guizhou plateau. Jinfoshan has an 

average altitude of 2018 m and is surrounded by two successive cliffs each 150 to 500 

m high. The mountain rises 1400 -1600 m above surrounding deep gorges and valleys 

(Photo 13). Mean annual temperature across the plateau is about 9° C, there are 263 

foggy days per year and precipitation reaches an average of 1396 mm. The Jinfoshan 

plateau surface mainly comprises undulating valleys incised in impermeable 

coverbeds over the limestone; hence is a largely fluvial rather than karst landscape. 

However, just beneath the plateau surface are huge horizontal caves with dated 

evidence that suggests that they were active river caves in the Miocene. They are now 

high and dry, separated by deep gorges from their original headwaters.  

Shilin is located at 1800 m and is well known for its ‘stone forests’; fields of fluted 

pinnacles 20-30 m high (Photo 17). Three phases of karstification are recognised in 

the area spanning 250 million years from the Permian until the present: Mid-Permian 

karstification and burial under basalts; Mesozoic re-karstification and then burial in the 

Eocene; Neogene exhumation and re-karstification. 

It is evident that Hin Nam No has little in common with Jinfoshan and the same can be 

said for Shilin, the remaining serial member of the South China Karst. 
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Photo 17. Stone forest at Shilin on the Yunnan Plateau, South China Karst. 

Trang An Landscape Complex 

Trang An (51*) is situated in Vietnam about 315 km north of Hin Nam No, just south 

of the main mouth of the Red River, and 30-35 km inland from the Gulf of Tonkin. It is 

a humid tropical lowland karst with monsoon climate. The landscape at Trang An 

shows the transition from cone karst to tower karst, from an inland plateau with conical 

hills (fengcong) to a fringe of cones rising like islands on a karst margin plain, isolated 

from the main massif, and being steeped at their bases as swamp notches undercut 

them. The karst at Trang An illustrates the end stages of humid tropical karst evolution, 

whereas the karst across the extensive Hin Nam No plateau represents steady-state 

evolution of polygonal karst (fengcong-depression) as it incises towards baselevel. 

Only on the karst margin plain around the western side of Hin Nam No do we see the 

beginning of a tower karst (fenglin) landscape. Thus few of the landscape features 

seen at Hin Nam No are significantly represented at Trang An, and even less so at 

neighbouring Ha Long Bay (49*) where tropical karst has been significantly modified 

by marine processes. 

Gunung Mulu  

Gunung Mulu WH Property is located in Sarawak, Malaysia (29*). It contains a narrow 

limestone range only a few kilometres wide that hosts one of the world’s great humid 

tropical karsts, despite its small area. This is because of its enormous river caves, rich 

biodiversity (especially bats) and pinnacle karst. Cave passages of spectacular size 

are one of the main features of the site, drawing many tourists, but the surface 
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landforms are mainly distinguished by a small but outstanding patch of pinnacle karst 

rather than by extensive and intricate karst topography, the main feature of Hin Nam 

No. Hence the surface karst landforms at Gunung Mulu are much less impressive than 

at Hin Nam No, but it certainly has its outstanding subterranean gems - huge allogenic 

river caves. Each site has its special features, they are very different, but each is 

outstanding in its own way. 

Lorentz National Park  

By far the largest World Heritage property that contains humid tropical karst is Lorentz 

National Park in West Papua, Indonesia (25*). It covers 23,500 km2 and stretches from 

glacier-topped mountains at 5030 m right down to sea level. The area is geologically 

very complex, being located on an active convergent plate boundary between the 

northwards moving Australian plate and the Pacific plate. Belts of Cenozoic limestone 

traverse the terrain, but they have only been investigated at reconnaissance level 

(Verstappen 1964), so little information is available concerning the karst.  Because of 

vigorous tectonic activity, the Lorenz karsts are geomorphologically young and actively 

developing. On the high peaks the karst has been glaciated, though tropical glaciers 

are now rapidly receding, while in lowland areas karst processes are driven by a very 

wet equatorial environment. Landforms are expected to be similar to those found in 

neighbouring Papua New Guinea, which has received more research attention.  

Tentative List Sites in Papua New Guinea 

Across the international border from Lorenz in Papua New Guinea, two Tentative List 

properties in Papua New Guinea are expected (from their geological and climatic 

context) to have terrains similar to those found in parts of the Lorenz National Park: 

the Kikori River Basin, which has cone karst similar to and at least as impressive as 

that found at Libo-Huangjiang in China; and the Sublime Karsts of Papua New Guinea, 

a serial prospect that encompasses three locations in East New Britain, the Southern 

Highlands and the Western Province. The Papua New Guinea sites are located in the 

same geo-tectonic setting as Lorentz, and the karsts are also developed on Cenozoic 

limestones of similar lithology and age. Tower karst (fenglin) is not well developed in 

either Lorentz or Papua New Guinea, because the region is too tectonically active, 

giving insufficient time and stability for end-stage landforms to develop. However, 

there is great variety in polygonal karst style in Papua New Guinea (Figure 2) with 

large areas of karst in the lowlands (especially the Darai Hills) resembling that found 

in Libo-Huangjiang, and large areas of the highlands resembling that found in Hin Nam 

No and Phong Nga – Ke Bang. It is difficult to describe these differences objectively, 

without recourse to morphometric analysis. It is a matter of the texture of relief, 

meaning the intensity of dissection and the steepness of slopes, plus asymmetries in 

form brought about by tectonic structure. The polygonal karst is more symmetrical and 

open in the Papua New Guinea lowlands and becomes deeper, sharper and generally 

more rugged in the highlands – and hence has similarities there to Hin Nam No and 

Phong Nga – Ke Bang. The Papua New Guinea sites would certainly be serious 

contenders for World Heritage recognition if they were to be nominated. 
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Figure 2.  Karst landforms developed on the Darai Limestone, Papua New Guinea (from Williams 

1972). 

- Top.  Mt Kaijende       Middle.  Emia valley       Bottom.  Darai Hills 
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3.1.2 Conclusion 

 

The properties reviewed above are those that contain karst features that are globally 

outstanding in their quality and extent, and are thereby worthy of comparison to Hin 

Nam No. The areas concerned are hugely different in size and in the complexity of the 

landforms they contain, as well as in their stages of evolution. Each makes an 

internationally important contribution to our understanding of the planet’s 

geomorphological richness, as well as highlighting the spectacular beauty and variety 

of the natural world. Of these sites, Hin Nam No can be appreciated to be similar to 

neighbouring Phong Nga - Ke Bang, but markedly different from all the other sites, 

except possibly parts of Lorentz National Park in West Papua and Tentative List sites 

in the highlands of Papua New Guinea, although details of those places are sketchy. 

Hin Nam No is an exquisite unspoilt natural property that displays more clearly than 

most the sheer complexity or variety of landform style associated with polygonal karst 

in the humid tropics, and at the same time reinforces the depth and breadth of 

outstanding natural qualities already recognised by UNESCO in neighbouring Phong 

Nga – Ke Bang. In addition to the surface landforms, the subterranean hydrological 

features are also striking, even on a global scale. This is because of the monsoonal 

climate that, in a short season, delivers huge quantities of water to the karst. Then, as 

is characteristic of the karst landscape style, this torrential rain is drained rapidly 

underground and discharged by efficient subterranean conduits to huge springs. Thus 

the discharge of water from Xe Bang Fai Cave may, during the wet season, have the 

largest peak flood flows ever seen at a karst spring; a truly spectacular sight. Adding 

considerably to the outstanding quality and integrity of these natural features is the 

excellent condition of the monsoon forest that permits natural geomorphic processes 

to continue unimpeded and will do so for the foreseeable future. 

From the Comparative Analysis, it is clear that the qualities of the karst landscape at 

Hin Nam No are spectacular, highly varied and unusual, possibly only matched on the 

island of New Guinea, other than at neighbouring Phong Nga – Ke Bang. Thus Hin 

Nam No shares and adds depth to the Outstanding Universal Values under criterion 

viii already recognized at Phong Nga – Ke Bang and, by being immediate adjacent 

provides a rare opportunity to considerably enhance the integrity of the existing World 

Heritage property by creating probably the largest unspoilt karst reserve in the world, 

2.3 times larger in core area than the celebrated South China Karst and all in one 

piece, so providing much more security for its associated biovalues and being much 

easier to manage. 
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4. Recommendations on further work required for the nomination 

document 

 

4.1 Boundaries 

 

The most outstanding requirement prior to nomination is to identify and map the 

boundary of the core zone (see Operational Guidelines 2017 para 101):  

101. For properties nominated under criteria (vii) - (x), boundaries should reflect 

the spatial requirements of habitats, species, processes or phenomena that 

provide the basis for their inscription on the World Heritage List. The boundaries 

should include sufficient areas immediately adjacent to the area of Outstanding 

Universal Value in order to protect the property's heritage values from direct 

effect of human encroachments and impacts of resource use outside of the 

nominated area.  

 

and the boundary of the buffer zone (see Operational Guidelines paras 104 and 105): 

 

104. For the purposes of effective protection of the nominated property, a buffer 

zone is an area surrounding the nominated property which has complementary 

legal and/or customary restrictions placed on its use and development to give an 

added layer of protection to the property. This should include the immediate 

setting of the nominated property, important views and other areas or attributes 

that are functionally important as a support to the property and its protection. The 

area constituting the buffer zone should be determined in each case through 

appropriate mechanisms. Details on the size, characteristics and authorized 

uses of a buffer zone, as well as a map indicating the precise boundaries of the 

property and its buffer zone, should be provided in the nomination.  

105. A clear explanation of how the buffer zone protects the property should also 

be provided.  

 

 and to ensure their legal status. This will require consultation with government 

agencies and the local people, to gain their understanding and support, especially 

because changes in some land use practices may be required. The core will include 

all important karst landforms, including caves and springs, especially when covered 

with intact native forest, although karst areas where forest restoration is intended can 

also be included. The surrounding buffer will then provide sufficient area to protect the 

operation of natural processes within the core, because these processes maintain 

OUV, and will protect the core from visual and noise pollution and any other unwanted 

intrusions. 
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4.2 Management planning for World Heritage properties 

 

Having established the boundaries of core and buffer zones and secured their 

standing in law, then management planning is required to ensure sustainable 

management of the core area while also catering for visitors.  

It is suggested by the IUCN Protected Areas Programme (2008) that a management 

plan for a World Heritage property should contain at least the following key 

statements: 

 

• A commitment to implementing the plan to fulfil the obligations of the World 

Heritage Convention. 

• An initial assessment and factual statement of the condition of the property’s 

natural values, 

including its features of Outstanding Universal Value, and an indication of their 

relationship to its other characteristics. 

• The issues and challenges facing the property. 

• The long term ambition for the property, i.e. its vision and objectives. 

• The means of delivering the ambition, i.e. the range of management policies 

and associated actions for the property, including the spatial expression of 

these policies through, for instance, zoning plans or spatial analysis of natural 

and cultural factors within and surrounding the property. 

 

Policies need to be defined that will help ensure the long-term protection of 

Outstanding Universal Values and to facilitate sustainable visitor access. Appropriate 

practices need to be identified to guide implementation of the policies to international 

standards. Monitoring sites need to be established to check that impacts are 

sustainable and that policies and practices are effective. And not least, to cater for 

visitors and staff, an information centre needs to be built to international standards, 

located at a site that will meet the needs of the park as a whole. 

 

4.3 Staff training 

 

Personnel will be required to manage the protected area and to guide visitors. Apart 

from administrative skills, park staff need to know what is required to assure the 

integrity of the core area. Staff should be knowledgeable concerning the natural 

features and resources of the park and should be able to impart accurate information 

and to answer questions. This may be required, for example, should an IUCN Field 

Mission come to Hin Nam No during the nomination process to evaluate its World 

Heritage potential. Guides at Xe Bang Fai Cave need to be able to do much more than 

row boats. International tourism requires trained knowledgeable staff, including 

training for emergencies (e.g. should the boat capsize or a visitor collapse on a trail). 
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Nothing I have seen suggests that this is available or even forthcoming1. Without 

credible management planning and officers to carry it through, the integrity of the area 

cannot be guaranteed, so a nomination would be unlikely to succeed. 

 

This is a serious issue. So even where a management plan of international quality is 

prepared, and Shadie (2017, p.3) comments “The HNN NPA co-management plan is 

an excellent document and demonstrates cutting-edge approaches in participatory 

protected area management”, professional staff must still be trained to a high standard 

to implement it, and be given legal powers to enforce it. The line-management must 

be clear and with no ambiguity concerning who has final authority and responsibility.  

 

IUCN evaluators of a nomination are specifically asked to note the current scale and 

skill-levels of staffing and resources for the property, and to comment on its adequacy 

in relation to the needs of the property. 

 

4.4 Budget 

 

A financial plan, including an annual budget, is required for the proposed World 

Heritage area. This must be able to guarantee adequate and ongoing financial security 

for the operation of the property, and it needs to be clearly stated from where the 

financial resources will be derived. IUCN evaluators of a nomination are specifically 

asked to comment on the current situation, trend and prospects of conservation 

financing. They are asked to note the current budgets for the property, and comment 

on their adequacy, and the degree to which they are guaranteed in the longer term.  

Are such figures and records available for Hin Nam No? 

 

4.5 Geoheritage work 

 

The immediate need for geoheritage work is minor compared to the other issues listed 

above but, nevertheless, some important tasks need to be accomplished. 

 

(i) A simple but accurate hydrogeological map needs to be made in order to guide 

sustainable management decisions. It needs to show the limits of the limestone 

outcrop; the inflow boundary (i.e. where allogenic drainage can flow into the karst); 

sites of main allogenic stream-sinks whether permanent or intermittent; the area over 

which autogenic recharge occurs; sites within the autogenic area where temporary or 

permanent surface streams and/or flooding occurs (i.e. polje-like enclosed 

                                                           
1 *Since making that observation, I have been advised that a well-attended workshop in June 2018 

finalized and approved a development and management plan for the Xe Bang Fai Cave. Amongst 
other things, the plan specifically addresses the need to train and certify cave guides, including in 
water rescue and first aid, as well as in resource management and monitoring. 
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depressions); the outflow boundary, noting if there is evidence of occasional flow 

reversal (estavelles); locations of karst springs and outflowing rivers whether 

permanent or intermittent; major cave entrances, including foot-caves. 

 

(ii) To support the nomination, it would be desirable to identify locations in the field that 

provide clear evidence of the area’s paleokarst history. It seems likely that such sites 

exist on the lower mid-slopes of Phou Chuang mountain around its northwestern side, 

where viewed from the main road limestone outcrops appear to protrude from beneath 

Jurassic sediments. These could be parts of a Triassic karst landscape in process of 

exhumation. I recommend that these sites be investigated and the geological 

relationships documented. 

 

(iii) The main tourist focus of the area is Xe Bang Fai Cave. This is understandable, 

but another attraction is required in the northwest, where the scenery is impressive but 

access to the core zone is very difficult. So it would be helpful to find another potential 

tourist cave, but better still would be access to the tops, where visitors could safely 

obtain distant views across the karst plateau and perhaps walk across it for a while, 

no doubt with short bridges across deep clefts and paths with safety handrails. This 

would be best achieved by means of cable car up the bounding cliffs. So suitable sites 

need to be identified, perhaps between Nong No and Vangmaner, prior to any final 

decision concerning location and construction. 

 

(iv) Although less urgent, better information is required on the hydrology of the Xe 

Bang Fai catchment. This is needed for guides, as information for visitors, and for 

monitoring water quality and catchment condition. Amongst other things, good 

estimates from gauging stations are required of floodwater discharges through Xe 

Bang Fai Cave. If this spring has the world’s greatest known flood discharge from any 

karst spring, then the numbers are needed to prove it. Two discharge measuring 

stations would be desirable, one downstream of the cave, where a stable river cross-

section is available, perhaps near the Pak Phanang road bridge (under construction), 

and the other near the river crossing at La Boi in the headwaters. The difference in 

discharge between these two sites will provide a good estimate of subsurface inflow 

from the karst plateau. 

 

(v) Base-line water quality information is also required, so that in future years there is 

a reference point for assessing the effectiveness of river basin management. Both 

chemical and biological indicators of water quality need measuring. Two stations could 

be established at the discharge measurement sites (Pak Phanang and La Boi), but a 

third station should be located in a totally dark section of the river in the downstream 

end of Xe Bang Fai Cave. At least one other station is required to monitor the quality 

of autogenic runoff. 
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Annexes 

Table 1  

World Heritage properties with internationally significant karst features (*signifies contains karst of Outstanding Universal 

Value).  Many other World Heritage properties contain karst of national or regional significance but are not listed here. 

Criteria i-vi are Cultural and vii-x are Natural. Criteria categories are explained in UNESCO (2017). This table updates the 

original in Williams (2008). 

No.  State Party World 

Heritage 

Property 

Inscribed Criteria Key Karst Features Environmental context 

1 Australia  Tasmanian 

Wilderness  

1982 vi,vii,viii, 

ix,x 

Many small areas of karst in limestone and 

dolomite, some in alpine zone. Caves often richly 

decorated with speleothems containing very long 

palaeoclimatic histories. Complete karst systems. 

Cool temperate to alpine rain forest. 

Much of the area was glaciated in 

the Pleistocene. High geodiversity 

and biodiversity. 

2 Australia  Shark Bay  1991 vii,viii, ix,x Located within coastal karst net deposition zone, 

with outstanding display of living stromatolites.  

Warm temperate seasonally arid. 

 

3 

 

Australia  

 

Australian 

Fossil 

Mammal Sites  

 

1994 

 

viii, ix 

These are vertebrate fossil sites. Riversleigh’s fossil 

deposits are in Oligo-Miocene freshwater 

limestones set within Cambrian dolomitic limestone 

bedrock; Naracoorte has Pleistocene fossil deposits 

in caves in Oligo-Miocene limestones capped by 

Pleistocene dune limestones. Riversleigh has 

extensive low relief pinnacle karst and well 

developed karren, and gorges with rivers actively 

depositing tufa. It is mainly located on the output 

margin of the karst system.  Naracoorte has 

numerous caves and collapse features. It is a small 

site in the karst input zone. 

Riversleigh is in the seasonally arid 

tropics with monsoonal rains. 

Naracoorte is in the humid 

temperate zone. 
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No.  State Party World 

Heritage 

Property 

Inscribed Criteria Key Karst Features Environmental context 

4 Australia  Greater Blue 

Mountains  

2000 ix,x Many small areas of limestone with complete karst 

systems. Includes extremely old sites such as 

Jenolan Caves.  

Warm to cool humid temperate zone 

with extensive forest. 

5* Australia  Purnululu  2003 vii,viii Outstanding example of quartz sandstone 

fluviokarst with beehive-shaped hills separated by 

narrow sinuous gorges. Developed on rocks of 

Devonian age.  

Tropical savannah regime. 

6 Australia Ningaloo 

Coast 

2010 vii, x Outstanding speleobiology of coastal limestone 

ranges and aquifers 

Sub-tropical semi-arid, Western 

Australian coastal environment. 

7* Austria Hallstatt-

Dachstein 

Salzkammergu

t Cultural 

Landscape 

1997 iii, iv Dachstein massif of 574 km2 is an excellent 

example of glaciokarst. It is a glacially scoured 

karstic plateau averaging 1850 m that rises to 

almost 3000 m. It contains hundreds of caves with 

three open to public, including Dachstein-

Rieseneishöhle which is an ice cave. 

Humid temperate rising to subalpine 

and alpine. 

8 Bulgaria  Pirin National 

Park  

1983 vii,viii Rugged mountainous area to 2915 m partly 

modified by glaciation. Extensive karst with 113 

known caves in Proterozoic marbles.  

Humid continental Mediterranean 

climate becoming alpine in the 

highlands. Coniferous and 

deciduous forest. Experienced 

alpine glaciation in the Pleistocene. 
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No.  State Party World 

Heritage 

Property 

Inscribed Criteria Key Karst Features Environmental context 

9* Canada  Nahanni 

National Park  

1978 vii,viii World’s foremost example of karst development in 

cold climate conditions. Contains a spectacular 

karst landscape, including poljes, caves, and 

gorges, and hot spring with large tufa mound. 

Landscape is subject to active frost processes. 

Cold continental climate with wide 

monthly variations in temperature 

and precipitation. Alpine tundra and 

mountainous taiga environments 

with discontinuous permafrost. Rich 

diversity of vegetation and wildlife. 

10* Canada  Canadian 

Rocky 

Mountain 

Parks  

1984 vii,viii Includes large areas of limestones and dolomites. 

Outstanding example of glaciokarst terrain. Many 

karren, subterranean streams, springs and  caves. 

Columbia Icefield partly overlies and intrudes 

Castleguard Cave.  

Located across continental divide 

between 1036 m  to 3954 m. 

Continental cool temperate alpine 

climate with mountain permafrost. 

Rich diversity of vegetation and 

wildlife. 

 

11* 

 

China  

 

Huanglong  

 

1992 

 

vii 

Hot springs emerging from carbonate rocks have 

precipitated extensive calcareous travertine 

deposits along valley floor with numerous rimstone 

pools. Represents depositional output landforms of 

deeply circulating karst groundwater system. 

Warm temperate continental alpine 

environment.. Forested valleys 

surrounded by mountains to 5000 

m. 

 

12* 

 

China  

 

Jiuzhaigou 

Valley  

 

1992 

 

vii 

Extensive areas of limestone and dolomite.  

Carbonate tufa deposits from cold springs have 

formed a series of tufa-dammed lakes and tufa-

coated cascades along valley floor. Represents 

depositional output landforms of shallow karst 

groundwater system with significant epikarst water 

contribution. 

Warm temperate continental alpine 

environment. Forested valleys 

surrounded by mountains to 4800 

m. 
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No.  State Party World 

Heritage 

Property 

Inscribed Criteria Key Karst Features Environmental context 

 

13* 

 

China  

 

Wulingyuan 

Scenic and 

Historic 

Interest Area 

 

1992 

 

vii 

A mixed quartz sandstone ( 66%) and limestone 

(33%) area, most notable for 3100 sandstone pillars 

and peaks to 200 m high separated by ravines and 

gorges. Limestone part contains about 40 known 

caves with rich decoration and two natural bridges, 

one of which is 357m. high. Includes entire Suoxi 

karst catchment. Particularly outstanding for its 

spectacular sandstone fluviokarst relief. 

Humid warm temperate climate with 

deciduous forest. Altitude range 450 

m to 1264 m. 

 

14 

 

China 

 

Three Parallel 

Rivers of 

Yunnan 

 

2003 

 

vii,viii, ix, x 

1.7 M ha site with actively glaciated peaks to 6740 

m and gorges in places 3000 m deep. Contains 

extensive area of glaciated alpine karst, caves to 27 

km length, tufa dammed lakes and hot springs with 

travertine rimmed pools.  

Subtropical continental alpine 

environment, Immensely rich 

biodiversity. 
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No.  State Party World 

Heritage 

Property 

Inscribed Criteria Key Karst Features Environmental context 

15*  China   
South China 

Karst  

2007, 

2014 
vii, viii  

A serial nomination comprising six sites and an 

extension that represent limestone and 

dolomite karst evolution from high inland 

plateau to tropical lowlands. Shilin (Yunnan) 

comprises stone forests on an undissected 

plateau; Jinfoshan (Chongqing) shows the first 

stage of plateau dissection with high 

abandoned caves; Wulong (Chongqing) is 

dissected plateau karst with spectacular 

tiankeng, natural bridges and gorges; Libo 

(Guizhou) and adjoining Huanjiang (Guangxi) 

together provide superb examples of extensive 

forested cone karst (fengcong and fenglin), 

poljes, gorges and caves; Shibing (Guizhou) 

reveals the different expression of fengcong-

valley karst when developed in dolomite; and 

Guilin (Guangxi) shows fengcong along the Li 

River gorge and impressive fenglin tower 

development on neighbouring riverine plains. 

These areas provide type-sites for karst 

development under humid subtropical 

conditions. 

Subtropical humid monsoonal 

environments from interior 

plateaux (Shilin, Wulong, 

Jinfoshan) to progressively more 

lowland conditions (Shibing, 

Libo, Huanjiang, Guilin). 

Extensive natural forest cover in 

some areas. 

16* Croatia  Plitvice Lakes 

National Park  

1979, 2000 vii,viii, ix International type-site for tufa-dammed lakes. 

Carbonate biolith barriers confine 16 lakes up to 0.8 

km2 in area and up to 46 m deep. Mixed limestone 

and dolomitic limestone catchment area. 

Continental humid warm temperate. 

Mixed coniferous and deciduous 

forested catchment. 
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No.  State Party World 

Heritage 

Property 

Inscribed Criteria Key Karst Features Environmental context 

 

17 

 

Cuba  

 

Viñales Valley  

 

1999 

 

iv  

A cultural site set within a humid tropical karst 

landscape notable as a type locality of mogote karst 

(tower and cone karst) in a wide flat-floored valley. 

The region also contains poljes and caves with a 

rich subterranean biodiversity.  

Seasonally humid tropical. 

 

18* 

 

Cuba  

 

Desembarco 

del Granma 

National Park  

 

1999 

 

vii,viii 

Spectacular staircase of uplifted coral terraces 

around Cabo Cruz that support ongoing 

development of karst landforms. Terraces extend 

from -180 m offshore to 460 m inland and reflect a 

combination of tectonic and glacio-eustatic 

processes.  Excellent examples of littoral karst. 

Relatively recent uplift has permitted the 

commencement of karstification. 

Moderately dry tropical with semi-

deciduous forest. 

19 Cuba  Alejandro de 

Humboldt 

National Park 

2001 ix, x  A large inland plateau that includes both limestone 

karst and pseudokarst, but awaits formal scientific 

evaluation. 

Humid tropical forested environment 

with high biodiversity. 

20 France  Prehistoric 

Sites and 

Decorated 

Caves of the 

Vézère Valley 

1979 i, iii  Some 147 identified and significant prehistoric sites, 

with 25 decorated caves including Rouffignac and 

the famous Grotte de Lascaux. Caves much more 

important for their cultural rather than karstic value. 

Humid temperate. 

21 France Les Causses 

et les 

Cévennes 

2011 iii, v Grands Causses limestone plateau crossed by 

deep gorges. Rolling plateaux with numerous 

dolines, dry poljes and deep caves. Long and 

complex geomorphic history. 

Humid temperate climate at 

interface of Atlantic and 

Mediterranean influences. 
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No.  State Party World 

Heritage 

Property 

Inscribed Criteria Key Karst Features Environmental context 

22* France/ 

Spain 

Pyrénées-

Mount Perdu  

1997, 1999 iii, iv, v, vii, 

viii 

Outstanding example of alpine glaciated karst to 

3352 m with extensive karrenfeld, deep canyons, 

deep caves and subterranean river systems. 

Incorporates complete karst systems. 

Humid maritime alpine climate to 

north and drier Mediterranean 

climate to south with associated 

complex vegetation zonation. 

 

23 

 

Greece 

 

Meteora 

 

1988 

 

i, ii, iv, v, vii 

Sheer towers and pillars 10 to >100 m high 

developed in early Tertiary deltaic quartz 

conglomerate often fluted with closely spaced 

vertical karren (the towers support almost 

inaccessible monastery buildings). Fluviokarst. 

Mean altitude 300 m rising to 1000 

m. Mediterranean climate. 

 

24* 

 

Hungary/ 

Slovakia 

 

Caves of 

Aggtelek and 

Slovak Karst 

 

1995, 2000 

 

viii 

Area contains 712 caves. Variety of cave types, 

including Dobšinská Ice Cave, and speleothem 

forms with stalagmites to 32.7 m high. Surface 

landscape is a temperate doline karst with some 

evidence of a prior humid tropical or subtropical 

influence, which has evolved intermittently since the 

Cretaceous. 

Continental humid temperate. 

 

25* 

 

Indonesia  

 

Lorentz 

National Park  

 

1999 

 

viii, ix, x  

Largest protected area in SE Asia (2.35 M ha). 

Continuous transect from snow caps (5030 m) to 

tropical coast. World’s best example of tropical 

alpine glaciated karst. Extensive humid tropical 

karst occurs at lower elevations. Huge sinking rivers 

and springs. 

From the mountains to the sea. 

Tropical glaciated alpine to lowland 

tropical rainforest. 
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No.  State Party World 

Heritage 

Property 

Inscribed Criteria Key Karst Features Environmental context 

26 Kiribati Phoenix 

Islands 

Protected Area 

2010 vii, ix Four coral atoll islands and four low reef islands 

with minor karst dissolution features, plus many 

other submerged coral platforms and reefs. Karst 

values unexplored. 

Humid tropical oceanic in central 

Pacific.  

27* Korea Jeju Volcanic 

Island and 

Lava Tubes 

2007 vii, viii Oustanding example of vulcanokarst, a special style 

of pseudokarst. This includes Geomunoreum lava 

tubes which are notable for spectacular decoration 

with carbonate speleothems, the carbonate being 

derived from overlying calcareous dune sands 

blown in from the coast. 

Warm temperate monsoonal. 

28* Madagascar  Tsingy de 

Bemaraha 

Strict Nature 

Reserve  

1990 vii, x  Extensive areas of very sharp limestone pinnacle 

karst known locally as ‘tsingy’ with joint corridors up 

to 80 m deep occupied by forest. Traversed by river 

gorges. May be the world’s most spectacular 

pinnacled terrain. 

Tropical seasonally arid. 

 

29* 

 

Malaysia  

 

Gunung Mulu  

 

2000 

 

vii, viii, ix, x 

The park has a significant area of karst in Miocene 

limestone that contains large underground rivers 

and >290 km of explored caves, including Sarawak 

Chamber (700 m long, 300-400 m wide and up to 

100m high) – the world’s largest underground room. 

Caves contain major speleothem deposits and 1.5 

million year sediment sequences. Rich cave biota, 

especially notable for bats and swiftlets.  Surface 

features include giant collapse dolines and 

spectacular razor-sharp pinnacle karst (ca 50 m 

high). 

Humid tropical rainforest with 17 

vegetation zones covering altitude 

range to 2377 m. 
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No.  State Party World 

Heritage 

Property 

Inscribed Criteria Key Karst Features Environmental context 

30 Montenegro Durmitor 

National Park 

1980, 2005 vii, viii, x Alpine glaciokarst in south-eastern Dinaric Alps with 

temperate karst features at lower elevations. 

Canyons induce deep karstification and some caves 

contain permanent subterranean ice. 

Mediterranean alpine environment 

from 450 m to 2322 m. Dense pine 

and beech forests below alpine 

meadows. 

 

31 

 

Mexico  

 

Sian Ka’an  

 

1987 

 

vii, x 

Situated on the coastal edge of the emerged 

limestone plain of the cenote karst of the Yucatan 

Peninsula. Only a small part of this important karst, 

which contains long and complex flooded cave 

systems, is within the World Heritage area which 

was inscribed mainly for biological reasons.  

Tropical seasonally humid with 

semi-evergreen, semi-deciduous 

forest. 

 

32 

 

Palau 

 

Rock Islands 

Southern 

Lagoon 

 

2012 

 

iii, v, vii, ix, 

x 

A superb example of partly drowned cone karst 

(fengcong-depression) in Miocene coralline 

limestone. Area contains 445 islands, mainly to 10-

100 m above sea level. 52 marine lakes occupy 

partly drowned karst depressions (cockpits) with 

passages connecting to the sea. Area is surrounded 

by active fringing reefs. Geo-values of coastal karst 

not fully evaluated, but appear exceptional. 

Western Pacific oceanic tropical 

humid with 3700 mm rainfall. 

33* Philippines  Puerto-

Princesa 

Subterranean 

River National 

Park 

1999 vii, x Spectacular tropical karst landscape in middle 

Miocene limestone on Palawan Island extending 

from mountains to the sea. Contains polygonal 

karst, towers and polje. Major underground river 

drains directly to the sea, lower portions of cave are 

tidal and navigable for 6 km.  

Humid tropical rainforest 

environment. Most significant forest 

in Palawan Biogeographical 

Province. 
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No.  State Party World 

Heritage 

Property 

Inscribed Criteria Key Karst Features Environmental context 

34 Russian 

Federation  

Lake Baikal  1996 vii, viii, ix, x A major part of the watershed (Irkutsk basin) 

surrounding Lake Baikal is located on karst, but its 

World Heritage value has not been scientifically 

evaluated. 

Cool temperate extreme continental 

climate. 

 

35* 

 

Russian 

Federation  

 

Western 

Caucasus  

 

1999 

 

vii, x 

A geologically complex region rising to over 3000 

m. The northern section consists of alpine karst in 

Triassic limestones, much of it glaciated. Includes 

glaciokarst features, many deep gorges and deep 

caves. Incorporates complete karst systems. 

Temperate to alpine continental 

climate. Largely undisturbed 

deciduous and coniferous forest and 

alpine meadows. 

36 
Russian 

Federation   

Lena Pillars 

Nature Park 

2012, 

2015 
viii 

Spectacular rock pillars to 200 m high in 

dolomitic limestone beside Lena and Sinyaya 

Rivers, dominated by cryogenic processes. 

Pillars appear karstic, but owe more to frost 

processes than to dissolution. Groundwater 

circulation limited by permafrost; some 

paleokarst. 

World’s most extreme 

continental climate with taiga 

forest underlain by deep 

continuous permafrost in places 

extending several hundred 

metres deep.  

 

37 

 

Seychelles 

 

Aldabra Atoll 

 

1982 

 

vii, ix, x  

Four large coral islands enclosing a shallow lagoon. 

The islands rise to about 3 m above sea level and 

have well developed littoral karst forms. Inland are 

extensive areas of ‘makatea’ style pinnacled karren 

development. The islands represent the earliest 

stage of karst evolution. 

Seasonally semi-arid tropical 

maritime climate. 
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38* 

 

Slovenia  

 

Škocjan Caves 

 

1986 

 

vii, viii  

Located in the ‘classical’ karst of Europe. The site 

comprises a sinking river at the end of blind valley, 

the exposed course of the underground river flowing 

across the base of deep collapse depressions, and 

a large river cave with a high canyon passage.  It is 

representative of the input of an allogenic river into 

an extensive karst system. 

Continental Mediterranean climate. 

 

39 

 

Solomon 

Islands  

 

East Rennell  

 

1998 

 

ix  

The site involves the southern third of Rennell 

Island, a particularly large coral atoll raised to 200 

m with its former lagoon now a brackish lake with 

rugged limestone islands. Karst is scientifically 

unevaluated, but likely to be of international 

significance in representing the early stage of 

karstification. 

Humid tropical maritime climate 

(3000-4000 mm) with short dry 

season. Densely forested 

environment of Papuan 

Biogeographical Province. 

40* South Africa Fossil Hominid 

Sites of 

Sterkfontein, 

Swartkrans, 

Kromdraai, 

and Environs 

1999, 2005 iii, vi A cluster of karst sites in Proterozoic dolomite 

bedrock that contain remains of some of the earliest 

hominids as well as many other species. The caves 

contain internationally outstanding examples of 

cave sediments and fossils that were deposited 

over an interval of several million years into very 

ancient karst systems. 

Subtropical  High Veldt savannah 

environmnent. 
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41 Thailand  Thungyai-Hua 

Kha Khaeng  

Wildlife 

Sanctuaries 

1991 vii, ix, x  A large and geologically complex forested 

mountainous region to 1500 m with savannah 

plains. Karst over part of the area, likely to be 

important but scientifically unevaluated.  

Tropical monsoon climate. 

Evergreen and semi-deciduous 

forest in mountains with savannah in 

valleys and gallery forest along 

rivers. Outstanding biodiversity 

values. 

42 Thailand  Dong 

Phayayen - 

Khao Yai 

Forest 

Complex 

2005 x  Contains karst terrain in west of area with gorges 

and caves, habitat of endemic species of reptiles 

and bats. Karst scientifically unexplored, but likely 

to be significant. 

Tropical monsoon forest with long 

dry season. 

43* Turkey  Hierapolis-

Pamukkale  

1988 iii, iv, vii  Extensive and 200 m high valleyside travertine 

terrace with rimstone pools formed by carbonate 

deposition from geothermal water emerging at 

59oC. Used as a spa since 2nd century B.C. Possibly 

the world’s earliest karst tourist site still in use. 

Significant human impact. 

Warm temperate Mediterranean 

environment. 

 

44* 

 

UK: Pitcairn 

Islands  

 

Henderson 

Island  

 

1988 

 

vii, x  

Raised coral atoll 30 km2 in area with rough 

karstified ‘makatea’ plateau surface at about 30 m 

above sea level with central depression that may 

have been former lagoon. Island is bounded by 15 

m high cliffs and fringing reef to 200 m wide.  

Limestone considered late Tertiary in age. An 

outstanding example of early phase of karstification 

with intact natural processes, but scientifically 

unevaluated. Some caves. 

Tropical humid maritime climate 

supporting thick cover of trees and 

dense undergrowth. The only raised 

and forested atoll with its ecology 

intact. 
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45 

 

USA  

 

Grand Canyon 

National Park  

 

1979 

 

vii, viii, ix, x  

Paleokarst and active karst development occurs in 

Permian, Mississippian, Devonian and Cambrian 

limestones and dolomites exposed in the walls of 

the 1500 m deep Grand Canyon. Doline karst on 

2700 m Kaibab plateau north of the eastern Grand 

Canyon. Tufa cascades mark karst spring sites on 

canyon walls.  Although karst represents only a 

small proportion of the Park, its caves contain dated 

evidence for the evolution of the Grand Canyon so 

are of international significance. 

Warm temperate semi-arid montane 

climate on plateau surface. 

 

46* 

 

USA  

 

Mammoth 

Cave National 

Park  

 

1981 

 

vii, viii, x 

The longest cave in the world with 590 km of 

surveyed river passages, often large in dimension 

and gently sloping. The karst is developed in Lower 

Carboniferous (Mississippian) limestone and cave 

evolution commenced following uplift and exposure 

3 to 4 million years ago. Extensive sinkhole plain at 

the surface. Large springs. Rich troglobitic fauna. 

The inflow margin of the karst is located beyond the 

Park boundary. 

Humid warm temperate continental 

climate. Deciduous forest cover. 
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47* 

 

USA  

 

Carlsbad 

Caverns 

National Park  

 

1995 

 

vii, viii  

Huge caverns extensively decorated with 

speleothems are a major feature of the park. The 81 

known caves mainly occur in uplifted Permian reef 

limestones. Outstanding karst extends into 

neighbouring Guadalupe National Park. The 

region’s caves provide the world’s foremost 

example of evolution by sulphuric acid dissolution, 

which occurred progressively between 12 and 4 

million years ago. Surface topography on back-reef 

dolomites and limestones is dominated by dry 

valleys. High biodiversity, including about 1 million 

bat population.  

Subtropical semi-arid continental 

climate. 

48* Venezuela  Canaima 

National Park  

1994 vii, viii, ix, x  The most outstanding example in the world of cave 

development in quartzite (Precambrian age). Caves 

occur to 10.8 km long and 383 m deep. Enclosed 

depressions and stream-sinks on plateau (tepuy) 

surface around 2650 m.  Springs emerge in tepuy 

walls. A fluviokarst landscape. 

Humid tropical upland rainforest 

environment. 

49* Vietnam  Ha Long Bay  1994, 2000 vii, viii The world’s most extensive and best known 

example of tropical tower karst invaded by the sea. 

The area includes about 1600 islands, some with 

caves. Incorporates areas of fengcong and fenglin 

karst. Significant human impact from surrounding 

development. 

Humid tropical monsoonal 

environment. 
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50* Vietnam  Phong Nha-Ke 

Bang National 

Park 

2003 viii  Extensive and complex karst development in 

dissected plateau environment to 1290 m above 

sea level that continues across border into Laos. 

Long history of karst landscape evolution, possibly 

since early Mesozoic. Major caves and 

underground rivers and extensive enclosed 

depressions (polje).  

Humid tropical monsoonal 

environment with largely 

undisturbed evergreen primary 

forest. Rich biodiversity. 

51* Vietnam Trang An 

Landscape 

Complex 

2014 v, vii, viii Example of transition of cone karst (fengcong) to 

tower karst (fenglin) in tropical monsoon forest 

environment near baselevel. Numerous navigable 

foot-caves through towers. Freshwater swamp 

notches give way to intertidal marine notches near 

coast. Evidence of human occupation for 30,000 

years. 

Humid tropical monsoonal 

environment. Undisturbed forest on 

peaks but significant human 

modification in low lying areas. 
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Table 2  

Morphological categories of karst and ages of rocks in which the landscapes are developed. Property numbers are taken 

from Table 1, which is an updated version of the original in World Heritage Caves and Karst: a Thematic Study (2008). 

Morphology 

  

Pre- 

cambria

n 

Lower 

Paleozoic Upper Paleozoic Mesozoic Cenozoic 

Tota

l 
€ O S D C P T J K 

Paleogene Neogene Quaternary 

Pale

o Eoc Olig Mio Plio Pleist Hol 

Fluviokarst  48*       5* 13*                         3 

Volcanokarst                               27* 1 

Humid 

tropical/sub-

tropical  karst            

15* 45*  50* 

51*             

25* 

29* 

33*       7 

Humid 

temperate karst     13* 

7*24* 

35*38* 

46*   22*     7 

Glaciated karst   10* 7* 35*     22* 25*       5 

Frost and 

permafrost karst   9* 36                     2 

Coral terraces 

and atolls                            18* 44* 2 
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Partly 

submerged 

karst           49*             

 32 

33*       3 

Pinnacle karst      15*  28* 29*     3 

Cave and fossils 

sites 40*         46* 47*  24*   38*     29*        6 

Hypogene 

caves              47*                     1 

Hot spring 

travertines         11*     43*               2 

Cold spring 

travertines         12*     16*               2 
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